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Rebel Bodies
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To politicise the link between dance, labour
and capital was central for the artist/dance
collectives of the historic revolutionary
dance movement. Under the left-wing
dance realism of the 30s a number of workers’ dance groups assembled under the
umbrella artist organization Workers Dance
League; aiming to challenge the conditions
of work place exploitation towards a reconstitution of social life. Starting from the
collection of the workers’ revolutionary
dance movement that took place in the 30s,
this work uses video and performance to
look at how the shifting conditions of the
political economy, which the dancers/workers were subjected to, materialise in the
scores of revolutionary dance – in the past
and today.
From the 1950s onwards, dance became the zone where bodies, pop culture,
new technologies and social movements
could interact to produce revolutionary
imaginations radically different from the
existing social order. The John Reed Club
was an organisation of critical writers and
artists which investigated the workers
cultural articulation in the context of the
social movements during the depression in
America. It served an important resource
for the workers dance groups to articulate
their scores in the interest for social change.

Part 1 / Part 2
HD Video installation, 2015, work in progress
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Part 1

Rebel Bodies, HD Video, 2015, ongoing, production stills from the research
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Rebel Bodies, Part 1, HD Video, 2015, ongoing,
installation view, Y8 Hamburg

Rebel Bodies, Part 1, HD Video, 2015, ongoing, video stills; vimeo.com/livmarie/videos

Part 2

Rebel Bodies, Part 2, HD Video, 2015, ongoing, video stills; vimeo.com/livmarie/videos
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In Screened Bodies performers stage how
specific affections are put in motion by their
digital devices or smartphones, and teach
each other skills to intensify/“accumulate“
enjoyment and pleasure based on „machinic
interaction“. The instructions developed
by the performers emphasize on comfort
as realms of security; developed in three
sections such as the symptom of skilling
superficial comfort, second, the institute of
radicalizing splitted recognition, and third,
the symptom of expanding exhausted digital
pleasure. The movemements, which are
created by performers who are currently
in education to contemporary dance are
accompanied with a reenactment of scores
from the revolutionary dance movement.
This work is based on ongoing research on dance as a political, social and
queer voice; interested in choreography
as an organizing principle for social subjectivity. Shown in a video installation or live
performance.
We see bodies in constellations of
mostly three people: One plays digital technology, one plays themselves, and, if active,
the third person plays the resistance (trying
to prevent the technology having total control over the body).

HD Video installation, 2015

Screened Bodies
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Screened Bodies, HD Video installation, 2015, installation view, HFBK
Hamburg; vimeo.com/livmarie/videos

Screened Bodies, HD Video installation, 2015, video still;
vimeo.com/livmarie/videos
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Body Conference

Body Conference, HD Video installation, 2014; installation view HFBK Hamburg;
vimeo.com/livmarie/videos

Body Conference, HD Video installation, 2015, video stills;
vimeo.com/livmarie/videos

HD Audio Video installation, 2014,
projection on 4,2 × 2,5 m, 34 min.

In Body Conference, rehearsals for a play,
performers who are currently in higher education investigate subjectivation processes
in relation to their phone between self-assertion and ‚self-exhaustion‘. ‘Empty happiness and addiction‘ are the paradoxical key
concepts upon which a few symptoms are
identified: the symptom of instituted care
and faith, the symptom of the creativisation
of exhaustion, the symptom of conceptual
touch, and the symptom of professional
play. During the rehearsals the performers
invent new subjectivities based on the disrupted self caused by the ‚affective machine‘
they melt with.

Generous Bodies
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Generous Bodies, HD Video installation, 2014, video stills;
vimeo.com/livmarie/videos

Generous Bodies, HD Video installation, 2014, installation view, Museum Bärengasse Zürich

I question „digital citizenship“ in relation to
how individuals erase individual disadvantages by mobilizing „new equalities“ in the
digital space.
The questions I put forward to the
public audience focus on how digital technologies influence people’s imagination
of subjectivity today. I interview passersby
while the dancers perform in the background; translating public opinion into
movement.

The formation of the body in response to
how new technologies (with emphasis on
the phone) operate on the basis of affect,
desire and attentiveness is put into
question.

HD Video installation, 2014

The Body as a Company
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Asking dancers how the performance of
pleasure and desire is a point of control for
admission to a company: the performers’s
performance of their affective bodies is the
starting point for developing choreographies, in which emotionality as a technology
is put into question.
The dancers decide to perform machines (for a example a phone); yet in their
movements they deconstruct the machinic.
Their argument is that emotionality is too
undisciplined and unstructured: an “emotional motor“ can only destruct a machine
but not feed it. They consider ways of using
the “fuel“ which is freed by the “subject of
pleasure“.
On stage they perform their arguments, which they build in response to three
sentences: „What makes me as a dancer a
machine; what makes me as a dancer a
human? How makes the machine a dancer
of me?“ The festival itself was conceived of
a production space.

Rehearsal performance, 2014
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The Body as a Company, Rehearsal performance, 2014; photos from the
performance
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Breaking the
Employment Contract
Part 1–3

The contract has been commented on by
ten employees from different occupations;
and has been rewritten.
Culture today situates us to a great
extend in the form of advices, instructions
and affective control; coaches function as
conciliators, legislative bodies, and mentors
for the soul. The form of the contract thus
examines the lawful language („gesetzförmige Sprache“) that activates and guides
the affective self.
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Part 1

Breaking the Employment Contract, HD Video, 2013; stills from the video;
vimeo.com/livmarie/videos

Breaking the Employment Contract is part
of my research on the feminization of labor
in agencies and coaching rhetorics.
The video shows a staged reading of
a fictive work contract, which makes visible
how care, commitment, and emotional
control are passive requirements in any
working agreement, yet transforming personal value into capital. Emphasis is given
on critically examining the cultivation of
feminine stile as a measure for a cooperative work ethic today - and the affirmation
of a female behaviour as an economic
instrument.
Rehearsal performance, 2014
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Part 2
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Part 3
Complicities of Sentience
2015, ongoing

New Contractualism Citizen Support Group
is a research group which investigates the
link between new contractualism, legalcy
and the ‚surveillance‘ of affective behavior.
Developing a platform to support citizens on
questions examining how the affective body
is made property of the employer. The core
group consists of artists, researchers and
lawyers.

Breaking the Employment Contract, HD Video, 2013, installation view
(above), still from the video (below); vimeo.com/livmarie/videos

The fictive contract that was rewritten by
the employees is transformed into a legal
document by three lawyers specialized in
the law of labor.
An office situation was created at the
art fair Art Athina. The contract was presented at the desk, including the reflections
by the participants on the desk. The video
on the performance of the fictive contract
was shown in the video monitor.
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For several recent projects I have worked
with performers and actors on various aspects regarding affective labor - the affirmation of comitment and care in their work
environments; with emphasis on contemporary contractualism. In this work you can
hear those various voices of actors and
performers while reflecting on the non-contractual work with the artist, me. We can
hear their experiences on the performance
of (non)contractual labor in today working
realities, and how notions of performance
– and invisible labor are conceptualized
and materialized in the individual’s consciousnesses. To be presented in an audio
installation.

Audio, 2013, ongoing work, duration variable

A triangle constellation between a coach,
the super ego and the ego of the artist stage
a conversation on the ability of being able.
The usual surveillance of the affective self
in self-optimizing concepts is being challenged through auto-surveillance: the super
ego and the ego take notes of the conversation. On the other screen of the installation,
we see an internal conference hosted by the
ego’s body and the body’s super ego (the
animation). In their critique they refer to the
statements by the coach and challenge how
coaches function as legislators for the soul
today; we can ready simultaneously on the
second screen.

Performance, 2013, ca. 20 min.

„Dekoration des Könnens“

Contractless

Contractless, 2013, ongoing work, image from the conversation
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The Observant
Participators

In an internal conference emotions and
personality parts of a subject such as Desire/Love, Empathy, Morale, Confidence,
Ambition, Sensibility, as well as Creditor,
Debtor, Employability, Participant Observer
– all acting in personified roles – consider
modalities of subjectivation based on emotional efficiency in a company structure
today. How can emotional surplus be transformed into a site of resistance within the
mechanisms of subjectivation?
The performance starts by considering
exhaustion in the feminist reception of affective labor. Starting from an observation
on the current feminization of labor, followed by a politicization of the exhausted
self, it both reconsiders Radical Feminist
Therapy of the 70’s, and the concept of
Collaborative Poetics to further understand
affirmation within negation and resignation
today.
Performers transform discourse into
movement, which they invented in workshops with the artist, while articulating
quotes based on the research material.
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Participant Observer: Surveillance systems
work through the Affective Capital.

Desire responds:
How is emotional value mediated?

The Observant Participators, HD Video, 2014, still images

Performance, 2014
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After-Affect-Analysis, HD Video, 2013, still image

After-Affect-Analysis

This work examines the cultural operation of
affects, with emphasis on exhaustion, and
reflects statements by employees and company directors on affirmative strategies to
prevent work exhaustion. The focus lies on
the invisibility in the decoration of the ability
to be able – the performance of “decorative
labor“ in working environments.

HD Video, 2013, ongoing

The commodification of art within society is
put against the consumption of art within
the art system or market: which is the artists
role in the circulation and determination of
the art works value?
A double dimension develops between
the consumption of culture and cultural
delineations through the videos: we symbolically „consume“ cultural drafts in the kiosk
while we redefine our own position in the
public. Here, we use an alien kiosk to consume culture by means of re-habitation,
communication and reflection. At the same
time, the videos reflect, how public space
can be expressed, lived, and inhabited in
several ways.

Installation, 2012

Video Kiosk

Video Kiosk, installation, 2012, installation view, Kuma Galerie Berlin

Experiments in Connecting
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„Experiments in Connecting“ is conceived
as a series of intimate and lively discussions
and practices which take the exhibition as
a medium to work in. Rather than a formal
congress format in the established setting
of a conference, „Experiments in Connecting“ develops around informal chats between the artist and others she will meet
during the HFBK Jahres-Ausstellung; thus
fostering a kind of exchange, in which the
edification of the artist as a socializing subject herself is pivotal to the presentation of
the objects she is surrounded by.
In the widely recognized and established working method of participant observation in cultural- and social anthropology
the observer researches while participating
through sheer presence, without verbal
language. These speculative-cognitive
frameworks for exchange on site have since
long served valid knowledge in the social
sciences and produce meaning in process
beyond classified matters of creating scientific value. The artist in Experiments in Connecting positions herself as a participant
observer in the framework of the exhibition
opening and explores and plays with the
boundaries of being at work, while participating in the socially engaging and performative practices that constitute an opening.

Invisible work – no documentation, nor image;
Experiments in Connecting and Exchange,
HFBK Hamburg, 2012
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Approaching those participatory forms of
observation under the sign of labor, when
and how does cognitive work organize (collective) action? Put different: how does
a group affect individual agency, and vice
versa? The observation of the field is furthermore focused on the aspects in which
a school is transforming into an exhibition
by which the different scenes and atmospheres of the various local studios transform into an event.

Audio-Guide to the exhibition
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The audio guide to the exhibition does not
tell anyhting about the works themselves,
but conceives of itself an autonomous work.
It talks about the guides’ position as an
object in the infrastructural system of relations through which information is communicated to the public. When the listener
approaches a specific work of art, it speaks
about the work’s production processes,
embedded in the economic circuits of production between curator, audience, artist,
and funding; in which art production is
taking place. The exhibition of reference is
fictively invented. It talks about the artists
past’s works and lets them circulate between various institutional configurations;
to investigate how art production and circulation condition each other; yet are inscribed
in the regimes of value.

Audio, 2012, 18 min.

Essay
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Space In-formation

Report on the Lecture Performance I gave at
the SARN Conference on Artistic Research,
„we, the public“. Published by SARN. Kunstmuseum Luzern, University for Art and Design, Luzern, Autumn 2012

What could it mean to conceive artistic research conferences as critical practices in
the present? How do they activate a critical
institutional context? What does it mean
when producers become mediators of their
own work? Asked to give a short report on
the workshop I held at the SARN conference
we, the public, this statement will briefly
reflect upon the form I chose to connect
work and audience, the arrangement of
work/space, the role of research in the exploration of institutional presentation formats beyond exhibition and display, and
the role of feedback in the presentation of
artistic work on site.
In the expanded field, every practice
within an art institution has the potential to
become a work of art. Research, curatorial
work and educational strategies tend towards conditions reminiscent of exhibition
and installation. Thus, can institution forming, exhibition making and artistic practice
merge into one? 1 The avant-garde explored
artistic production as being not only a different way of representing the world, but also
as a different way of producing it.2
This workshop presented a performance that re-created a curatorial production meeting in the form of a performative
panel discussion. Scripts for role-playing
between an artist, a curator, a funding body
and a critic were distributed to the audience. The contents focused on the impacts
of de-territorialized and contested forms
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of living and working on creative work. The
playfulness inherent in this interactive methodology provides the basis for a discussion
regarding the embedded nature of the contemporary subject in current circuits and
ecologies of production. Today, when flexibility, creativity, and entertainment
are incorporated into various facets of life,
the game offers an accurate model for reflection, revealing the way in which people
interact under the model of „lifelong learning“ and „work as play“.3
„Where flexibility and self-responsibility became pre-dominant elements of governance, it seems useful to investigate the
critical possiblities of dialectical play as a
model for participation or an educational
tool. Games thus could further work as tools
(...) to understand one’s own role as a player
and potential winner on the battlefield of
economy. (...) Games seem to provide a
helpful schema of interaction (...) in thinking
about ways to connect and to share knowledge through theory, and, further, the critique of authorian structures“ (ibid). Gaming
can be additionally applied to interpret contemporary socio-political regimes.
Boltanski and Chiapello argue in their
book The Spirit of Capitalism that creativity,
reactivity, flexibility are constitutive for
the production of work today. The scripts

1 Hirsch, Nikolaus, „Institution Modelling or Taking Things into
Your Own Hands“, In: Eva Grubinger, Jörg Heiser (eds.), Sculpture
Unlimited, 2011.
2 Alberto López Cuenca, see under: www.afterall.org/journal/
issue.30/artistic-labour-enclosure-and-the-new-economy
3 Choi, Binna & Axel Wider, What are generous structures“? In:
Binna Choi, Axel Wieder (eds.), Casco Issues XII: Generous Structures, 2011, p. 10–15.
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that were read by the participants during
the role-play discussed and critiqued the
division of labour, the demands for selfmanagement, and unrestrained creativity.
I chose this form of education through
„play“ because it demands reflection upon
the current models of collaboration that
organize relations between actors in this
field (e.g. artist, curator, institution, funding
body). Additionally, it considers the impacts
of knowledge conferences on the tasks of
new professions such as gallery education,
public programming, and those engaged
with relating learning and participation as
well as exhibition-making in the expanded
field, in which audiences are actively involved through educational processes. Artistic research conferences also encourage
flexibility in the presentation models, asking
for individually and creatively designed
proposals in which the artist herself may
be responsible for the social design and the
fostering of exchange, learning, and experience. This field of play allows a conscious
crossing and blurring of boundaries between overlapping and interacting professional fields in the precarious realm of cultural work today. An artist here is playing a
curator, while interacting with the funding
body played by another artist, thus evolving
the creative potential needed to foster the
necessary connections today. The scripts
thus discuss current forms of organizing
creative work with respect to the essentiality of a playful attitude in the institutionalization of programs and contents. As the lecture performance was far from a play as
such, and the readings of scripts were without interaction nor rich commentary, play
seems to have an end when it comes to
another reality: creative work as it is
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subsumed by rigid structures of contracts
and firm institutional models, profit-oriented clusters, and regimes in which socio-political realities fight against the exploitation
of social relationships and the destruction
of social wealth.
Reflecting on how I get the actors
involved in the process of „laboring“, of
becoming active producers rather than
remaining in the listener-spectator role,
another point is the evolution of the space
through my activation of a different producer-consumer relation, with respect to what
can be called open and closed art works.
People today tend more likely to be
affected by so-called open art because
these render the conditions of our participatory culture – the internet, social media, and
open source platforms. Conceiving these
practices in the expanded field of sculpture,
this „post-medium condition“ (Krauss) reveals the producer as the consumer. Today,
we not only produce but also take part in
what and how we produce; we thus embody
the subject as a cause-effect duality. This is
addressed in the format I chose, which centered around the interaction between presenter and audience, focusing on response
rather than staging, and thus establishing
a realm in which experience, learning, and
exchange interact through a relational format of participation in public concern, developed within a horizontal framework for
exchange.
The feedback for this workshop encourages me to more closely reflect upon
the concept of „extra-institutional research“,
framed by a notion of translocal working
contexts with respect to the impacts of
transdisciplinary and trans-spatial forms
of studio practice on artistic work. I will
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continue to elaborate on questions of producing presentation – what it means when
active work is at stake in contexts of live
communication – and secondly, the potential of direct conversation as a mode of
production and reception of art.
This requires the acknowledgement
of a compromise between rigid notions of
medium specifity and pluralistic understandings thereof, which opens up the field
of performance to spacial and temporal
modularity. It demands a form of critical
practice that is indebted to its experimentation (with institutional presentation formats), allowing a negotiation of possibilities
and a collective interpretation of reasons
and options. Here, the play with absence
and presence while shifting roles and players creates a scenario that works through
relational concerns, embodied and active
in challenging the modalities of rules and
abstraction of transformational systems.
Artistic practice here is presented in
acts of research that are grounded in writing. To make explicit how that writing becomes a performance may interrogate the
shift at stake in the modulation from studio
practice to the public – one that includes
social, material, and spatial aspects in its
formation; a hybridization of the material as
the social, institutional and economic. Most
significant for me was a dual emphasis on
„what“ and on „how“ while trying to establish a format that does not represent but
rather produces in the given context.
We live in a world with an ever-changing global economic state of affairs. What is
emerging is not only a different attention to
the economic impact on arts and culture,
but a reconsideration of the ‘social impact’
of the work, which includes the question of
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creating relations between different fields,
affects, and material senses. Are we really
familiar with how to influence the social
contexts within which our projects exist?
How will we value, evaluate, or classify who
wants to know and the stimuli for knowing?
Who is concerned about the knowledge that
we produce and mediate and how does this
happen? How will new information help us
in our work and how will this affect change
in our field of concern? How will it affect our
ways of creating and maintaining relations
within the field, and the different voices that
take part? 4 Can it further impact the surplus
of social intensification, an ethics of social
relations?
Attachment: Considering the research
conference as a form of exploration and
reflection on how production and mediation
are linked and activated today, how does
a conference fit into an art context? What
does that performance do to a conference
setting which is in itself conceived as an
explorative approach to the relation between research and the options of mediation and activation? Conceiving spectatorship as a collective practice today, how is it
to be addressed through the practice of
learning?

4 see Lindsey Frey, in her introduction at the conference It‘s All
Mediating, Helsinki 2012
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